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HaZamirnikim will be able to ... : 

Music: Jeff Klepper and Dan Freelander 
Text: Liturgy 

INTRO 

This resource will help guide you as you rehearse your chapter through the 
learning of Shalom Rav. It is our hope that this document will make it easier to 
bring some of the "midrash" of the music alive from week-to-week so that 
when we come together as a HaZamir community, we will all have 
common understandings of the texts and music we learn together. Please keep 
these points in mind as you use the following guide: 

THE TEXT: Centered and bordered on this page, you will find the complete 
Hebrew text for Shalom Rav, accompanied by its translation. 

• perform Shalom Rav with musical and textual sensitivity,
adhering to both markings in the music and instruction from
their conductor.

• maintain their own part both in local chapter rehearsals/per
formances and in international rehearsals/performances.

• express general knowledge of the context in which the piece

=======================================;;;;;;;;;;; was composed. 1 CoNTEXT: This section provides a brief overview 

of the context in which Shalom Rav was 

composed. From general historical information to 
pertinent historical figures and places, you will find 
useful information to share with your singers about 
the history of this song as you teach it to your chapter. 
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Shalom rav al Yisrael am'cha tasim l'olam. 
Ki atah hu Melech Adon l'chol hashalom. 
V'tov b'einecha l'vareich et am'cha Yisrael 
b'chol et uv'chol sha'ah bishlomecha. 

• express an understanding of the musical mark-
ings in the score while demonstrating the ability to
execute those markings.

• demonstrate ability to explain the composer' s 

and arranger' s intentions based on understanding of

Grant abundant peace upon Israel Your nation forever, for You are 
King, Master of all peace. And may it be good in Your eyes to bless 

Your nation Israel at all times and all hours with Your peace. 

the style of the music, any word painting, and 
compositional techniques used in the piece. 

ASSESSMENT 

2, CQNIENT This section provides guides for how 

some sections of the music may be interpreted. Many 
of these suggestions come directly from our maestro, 
Matthew Lazar. As you are learning the referenced 
sections with your chapter, you may consider the 
following exercise: 

• Experiment with your singers by rehearsing passages first without prompting
them to keep in mind one of the interpretations.

• Prompt your singers to audiate (to hear in the mind' s ear) that interpretation.
• Rehearse the passage again, with the interpretation in mind.
• Follow up by asking your HaZamirnikim for descriptive feedback about the

differences between each "take" of this passage.
3. CttEYBPIA QuESI!ONB f P AIBEP Smw)· In this section, you will find a number
of questions you can ask your HaZamirnikim to discuss with each other during
rehearsals. This rehearsal activity is not something that should distract from the
overall flow of rehearsal; rather it provides an occasional moment for HaZamirni
kim to learn from one another and to solidify their own understanding of the
materials they have been presented with.

Informal Assessment: can be performed by the con-
ductor during the course of rehearsal by prompting 

HaZamirnikim with questions relating to the content included 
in this guideline and by critically evaluating sections of the 
music during rehearsal (e.g., A conductor may prompt their 
HaZamirnikim to pay special attention to the rehearsal of a dif
ficult passage, then the conductor can ask for musical feedback 
(using the learned vocabulary) from the singers). 
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LCoNTE.KI. 

Prayers for peace are a constant in Jewish liturgy. The Kaddish, 

which is recited many times, concludes with a prayer that the One 
above should make peace for all of us here below. And the final 
blessing of the Amidah, the "standing prayer" that is at the core of 
our services, is always an elaborate prayer for peace. In the 
morning, all traditions recite Sim Shalom, "Grant peace, goodness, 
blessing, grace, kindness and mercy to us ... " but since the 11th 
century, the afternoon and evening prayer in the Ashkenazic ritual 
ends with Shalom Rav. Ironically, there are not as many musical 
settings of Shalom Rav as there are of other prayers, because in 
traditional communities, the eveningAmidah is not repeated aloud. 
(It is repeated as part of the afternoon, Minch ah service, but those 
prayers are usually somewhat rushed, with very little 
"congregational singing.") The Reform ritual is more liberal in 
selecting which traditions to follow, and often chooses more 
"community participation" when it can. 

Following the Y om Kippur War of 1973, Rabbi Daniel Freelander 
and his partner in the performing duo Kol B 'Seder, Cantor Jeff 
Klepper, were moved to create an "anthem" that would represent 
their concern for Israel and their hopes for peace in the land. They 
were drawn to the Shalom Rav text, but set it without the final 
blessing, so that they could feel comfortable repeating phrases and 
using this song in concerts, as well as prayer services. They chose 
a musical style that reflected the American Jewish community, but 
also drew inspiration from Israeli ballads that were especially 
meaningful to them. Introduced during their concerts for NFTY 
(National Federation of Temple Youth) audiences, Shalom Rav 

first became popular at youth group meetings and in services at 
summer camps, but it quickly "transitioned" to adult services at 
Reform Temples, and from there, to a wide range of liberal 
communities. In many congregations, this version of Shalom Rav 

is considered "traditional." 

.2.. CoNTWI 

The opening notes of Shalom Rav form an ascending figure, as 

if reaching up to Heaven seeking God's blessing. At the same 

time, though, the chord progression that underlays the harmony 

is a descending one; we hope that God will, indeed "bring 

down" peace for us, but it is also a reminder that we need to be 

God's partners in bringing peace to the world. In Klepper and 

Freelander's original version of Shalom Rav, the opening words 

of the prayer are sung many times as a kind of refrain. In Mati 

Lazar's arrangement, there are even more repetitions, each one 

treated differently, to help us bring different insights and 

interpretations to the meaning of this text. 

3. ,CHEVRUTA QUESTIONS (PAIRED STUDY}

I.This prayer does not simply ask for shalom but Shalom

rav, great peace. What is the difference? Is Shalom rav

longer in time? Greater in scope?

2. Why does Jewish liturgy focus so repeatedly on the
concept of peace? What is the etymology of the word
shalom?

3. In what ways does the repeating chord progression
underlying the Shalom rav refrain help us focus our
thoughts and emotions on our hope and quest for peace?

4. In between the refrains there are two verses with
different musical settings. The first compliments God,
referring to God as the "Master of Peace;" the second is a
more hopeful request that it will seem good to God to bless
us with peace. How do the two musical settings reflect the
very different meanings of these passages?
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5. The coda of this piece repeats the words tasim l 'olam,

"grant [peace] forever." Do you think this was just a musical
device to help bring the song to a conclusion, or is there special
meaning in repeating this text?

6. This piece was written in the 1970's, when Jewish music was
just beginning to be influenced by a more American popular
flavor, with syncopated rhythms and the accompaniment of
guitar and percussion. Some people resisted this style, suggesting
that it was not appropriate for liturgical music. What do you
think?

7. There are many compositions that were originally written for
the synagogue that now are performed more often on the concert
stage. In some cases, it's because the music is considered "old
fashioned," but it is still worth preserving the beautiful sounds.
(We still value the music of Mozart and Beethoven, even though
contemporary composers are writing more modem works.) In
other cases, the choral arrangement makes the piece "too large"
or "too complicated" for congregational singing. Where do you
think this arrangement "fits?"

8. Shalom Rav was written as a popular melody with easy
harmonic opportunities. This arrangement utilizes many classical
musical ideas and tricks. Does the combination work for you
musically? Emotionally?

9. What is the purpose of the arranger in holding the last note for
so long?
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